DOGS & CATS

• READ Listen and watch Ms. Ashley reading *Bark George* by Jules Feifer
  [youtu.be/v631yNWnNTM](https://youtu.be/v631yNWnNTM)

• READ Check out *Cat & Dog* by Helen Oswald on Hoopla Digital
  [hoopladigital.com/title/12137475](https://hoopladigital.com/title/12137475)

• SING & TALK A great counting song with rhymes, which help kids make up the different parts of words, can be found with this fun fingerplay
  
  *Ten little doggies went out one day* (hold up ten fingers)
  *To dig in the dirt and play, play, play.* (Pretend to dig!)
  *Five were spotted dogs, and five were not.* (Hold up 5 fingers)
  *And at dinner time, they ate a lot!* (pretend to eat)

• PLAY Not all songs are for dancing! "A-tisket A-tasket" is a great song to try and ACT out! Watch for the dog and cat, and if you have pets at home, see if they want to help out!

• WRITE Draw out the letters B I N G O on sturdy paper or felt. Practice some fine motor skills by cutting (parents can help here!). Once you have all your letters cut out, sing along to the song *BINGO*, removing one letter along the way and replacing with a clap! This is a great song for letter recognition!